Pt cruiser wiring harness problems

Chrysler Pt Cruiser owners have reported 8 problems related to underhood wiring under the
electrical system category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please
check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Chrysler Pt Cruiser based on all problems
reported for the Pt Cruiser. Now 2 nights ago my headlights stopped working. I took it into the
dealership to have everything checked and was told that the wiring under the dash is messed
up. I see that there are a lot of recalls for that happening to the Pt Cruisers and now the dealer I
bought the car from will not fix it even though I'm still within my 30 day warranty I do not
understand why I should have to come out of pocket to fix this problem. Also, the dealer I
bought it from would not give me a carfax on the vehicle. Also, sold me the car with a recall
already on it that was issued way back in See all problems of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser. While
driving went too a fast food line and while waiting to place an order noticed smoke coming from
under the hood. No other cars were behind consumer's vehicle, so immediately put vehicle in
reverse and quickly parked in a nearby parking lot away from other vehicles. Driver called In a
short time the front portion of the vehicle was engulfed in flames. The fire department arrived
and was able to put out the fire. The fire department was very vague in their evaluation of the
cause of the fire, but did say they thought it was electrical. Driver had similar experience with an
electrical fire and thought the smell was familiar as an electrical fire. Aaa towed vehicle to a
local dealer in the area, and that is where the vehicle is currently awaiting a visit from the
insurance adjuster. On March 14, my vehicle was stalling and actually hopping. I was unable to
drive the car and had it towed to a service facility that I have used over the past 10 years. The
mechanic determined the wiring harness in my Chrysler Pt Cruiser was defective at miles. He
notified me that the wires inside the harness were frayed and several bare wires were actually
touching, creating a severe safecty hazard, I instructed him to replace the defective part. I did
not know that the wiring harness was a warranty covered part because the manual supplied me
from daimler Chrysler does not contain information about the wiring harness. I subsequently
found out it was a warranty covered item under the California emissions warranty. Chrylser has
refused to reimburse me for a part that was defective because I had it replaced at an a. Certified
facility by a master technician. I have contacted Chrysler regarding this as a safety issue and
they have refused to address this issue with me. The repair facility that I took my car to has kept
the wiring harness because they believe the part was defective. I want to know if you have had
other complaints about the wiring harnesses in Pt Cruisers. The wiring harness is not a moving
part and without any outside influences such as moisture or excessive engine movement, which
I did not have, the wiring harness should never have frayed and bare electrical wires. Please
provide me with any information that I can use to convince the manufacturer of my car that a
defective and potentially dangerous part was sold to me. While driving at 20 mph and turning
right into a parking lot underhood began smoking and then caught on fire. Consumer heard a
noise and saw smoke coming from under the hood. Turned off engine. Vehicle was towed to
Chrysler, and Chrysler stated consumer ran over some powder in the road that caused vehicle
to overheat. Please provide any further information. Defective installation of wiring harness
caused open in crank sensor wire. Harness was not properly secured which allowed chaffing on
cv boot. Result was complete loss of power in high speed lane of san diego freeway, placing the
driver in extreme danger of collision from rear as car was coasted to safe shoulder. When
vehicle is driven between mph engine completely shuts down without warning. Also, when
engine shuts down oil light illuminates. Dealer replaced wiring harness which did not correct
the problem. Car Problems. Underhood Wiring problem of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser 1. Underhood
Wiring problem of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser 2. Underhood Wiring problem of the Chrysler Pt
Cruiser 3. Underhood Wiring problem of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser 4. Underhood Wiring problem of
the Chrysler Pt Cruiser 5. Underhood Wiring problem of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser 6. Underhood
Wiring problem of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser 7. Underhood Wiring problem of the Chrysler Pt
Cruiser 8. Electrical System problems. Battery problems. Horn Assembly problems. Dash Wiring
problems. Wiring problems. Ignition Switch problems. Instrument Panel problems. Battery Dead
problems. Starter problems. Three problems related to wiring have been reported for the
Chrysler Pt Cruiser. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out
the statistics and reliability analysis of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser based on all problems reported
for the Pt Cruiser. The next day, the vehicle was driven and the fog lights worked fine. On the
following day the vehicle was driven in early morning with the fog lights on however they would
not turn off again. The vehicle was taken to the dealer who determined some wires in the wiring
harness were melting and needed to be replaced. Due to the extensive cost of the repairs the
vehicle has not been repaired. Fog lights wouldn't turn off unless battery was disconnected.
Engine light was on. Car indicated overheating. Smoke coming from hazard button. After
removing multi-function switch, found that wiring harness connector on left side was melted.
Battery was dead, bought new battery. After starting car with multi-function switch

disconnected, no overheating, no smoke. Found over similar problems on different websites.
Part should be recalled. Websites: ptdoityourself. Html postings: ,,,,,,,,,,,,, Gov complaint: ,,,,,
While driving battery light came on. Seconds later, traction and abs light came on. When this
occurred, vehicle lost brake power, went into neutral, and coasted. Dealership indicated that the
wiring harness rubbed against the right axle boot, and after a period of time, it rubbed away the
wiring installation and shorted it out. Consumer questioned the mechanic, as a reply it said that
the wiring was not tampered but the location where the wire was installed was at factory setting.
Car Problems. Wiring problem 1. Wiring problem 2. Wiring problem 3. Electrical System
problems Electrical System problems. Battery problems. Horn Assembly problems. Ignition
problems. Underhood Wiring problems. Battery Dead problems. Instrument Panel problems.
Software problems. Fuses And Circuit Breaker problems. Car Will Not Start problems. It looks
like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger!
Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse
Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. October in Chrysler. This is the place to work out
solutions to electrical problems with your Cruiser. March I have a PT Limited 5-speed with 15,
miles on it. At times the engine missfires, and the car bucks and lurches forward. It doesn't run
like this all the time, it is an intermittent problem. I have had it to the dealer twice, they
reprogrammed the computer, but that didn't help. They are now recommending that I clean the
fuel injectors, but clearly thay are just guessing at repair solutions. Has anyone else
experienced this problem? November I brought it in because it also was misfiring. The dealer
updated the computer and installed new spark plugs because the old plugs would not work with
the updated computer program. Your dealer should know what is wrong because this is a
common problem with the PT's, though they might tell you they don't!!! May I have a Limited
with 50, miles on it. Recently, the fog lamps were coming on by themselves with the car off and
parked. I have found that the switch cap that turns on the fog lamps is not staying pushed in
where it belongs. With the turn signal arm centered, I can push in on the switch cap and the fog
lamps go out. If I have the right turn signal on, I can't push in on the switch cap at all and the
fog lamps remain on. Fortunately, in the left turn signal position, the switch cap stays where it
should and the fog lamps are off. I just have to remember to turn on my left signal when I shut
off my car or risk running down the battery. Has anyone had any similar problems? What was
the fix and how much did it cost you? My problem is the opposite, my fog lamps won't go on.
Bulbs and fuses have been changed, but no luck. My big problem is that I hardly ever even used
the fog lamps! Good luck with your problem I'm having the same issue with my The Fog lights
will just come on by themselfves and causing my battery to run down Did you ever get a
solution? June My PT Cruiser just started doing the same thing - fog lights turn on by
themselves. Does anyone have a solution yet? This sounds like a recall I just had an almost
dead battery: after calling a tow truck the car started and now is recharged I noticed an earlier
comment stating that turning on the left turn signal when leaving the car did not allow the fog
lights to come on inadvertently for one driver. Think I'll try that. I had the same problem today. I
was on my way home from work and I noticed a burning smell in my car. When I pull over to let
wait for my friend to pick up her son from daycare I noticed smoke in front of me. Coming from
my hazard light switch. That also when I noticed the fog light signal was on on the dashboard.
Well the smoke would not stop so when my friend returned to the car we drove around the
corner to the fire station and they had to cut my battery cable to disconnect and avoid a
potential car fire. I am trying to find others like you to see if this is a major problem or just an
isolated incident. I will making calls tomorrow and doing some more research on the internet. I
love my cruiser, I have had it for 3 years now and this is the only major issue I have ever had
with it but it could have been a very major potentially dangerous issue had I not noticed the
smoke in time. If anyone has had issues with their light signal switches sticking please let me
respond. Great to hear someone that is having the same problem. Today my dad couldn't get
the fog indicators off, and we smelled a burning smell that kept getting stronger and stronger.
We pulled the battery cable as soon as possible and are pretty freaked out about the whole
thing. I will also be checking around to see what the problem is with our PT's and try to get
some answers. Please let me know what you find out in your search, and I will also keep you
posted. Let me know what you discover. My girlfriend called me yesterday and told me she had
smoke coming from the steering column and that the fog lights were on and would not go off. I
told her to disconnect the battery but she wasn't familiar with that so I told her to locate the fuse
for the foglamps in the fuse box and pull it. She took it to the Chrysler dealer today and they
give her some story about an old type of connector that was used and if she could locate one,
they would replace it or the Chrysler fix was to put a new wire harness in. The new wire harness
was something they did in later PT Cruisers. They claimed they had never heard of this problem,
we know that is BS. Does any one know of a TSB on this problem. Not happy campers here. I

have the same fog lamp problem on my PT Cruiser fog lamps come on randomly, including
when the vehicle is parked, turned off, and unoccupied, regardless of whether the headlights
have been previously used or not. It started a week or two ago. Just called the dealer from
whom I purchased it and the service department claimed they have never heard reports of it and
don't see and recall or TSB on it. They want 89 bucks to look at it and then tell me what it will
really cost. I will probably have that done in the next month unless I hear of a different solution.
For now, I'm going to immediately remove the fog lamp fuse I haven't seen any evidence of
smoke yet. There is a recall for this. The stearing column harnis can catch fire. Ours did when
we were in Oklahoma, miles from home. These are what I found relate to PT Cruisers, but I can't
figure out which is related to the fog light? The power steering one? My cruiser's going in next
Tuesday for the evaluation. In the meantime, I called Chrysler's recall folks to find out how these
get started. I asked if it is helpful if others having the problem contact Chrysler and the rep told
me it absolutely is. So, if you're having the foglamp problem and hoping Chrysler might do
something about it, call them at and choose the "recall" prompt then choose to speak with a rep
when the message explains the options available to you on the web instead of speaking with a
rep. More importantly, she told me that as long as I hang onto the receipts, I can claim a
reimbursement if there ever IS a recall issued for this. I'll send an update if any once the car's
back from the dealer. PS - fwiw I'm apparently due for the PS hose recall as well while it's in
there I'm having the same problem with my PT Cruiser. The fog lamps turn on randomly and are
very difficult to turn off. This has run down the battery one time. Is there a fuse I can remove for
the foglamps? I believe it's fuse 8 - it's well identified on the back of the fuse cover and, so far, I
have found no ill effects of having it pulled. Thanks for the number christianhamer. The more
people that call, the more they will realize that they and we have a real problem. I'll give them a
call tomorrow. July A couple of months ago, before I checked this site my local mechanic
replaced my whole turn signal assembly to remedy the fog light problem. I went to my local guy
because: 1 I trust him; 2 He is less expensive than the dealer; 3 My car is out of warranty 48, ;
and 4 I did not know that this was a chronic problem with Cruisers. I took your advice and called
the "hotline" today. While they were happy to register my complaint, and give me a reference
number, they were unable to tell me if there was a planned recall, only that my vehicle had
received all known recall service. Got my fog lamp problem apparently repaired at the dealer
yesterday. They did the same thing as bstack noted in post They replaced what they call the
"multifunction switch" which includes turn signal, hazards, etc. For anyone going the dealer
route, they probably know it as "multifunction switch" but the part number listed on my invoice
is AB. The new switch does not behave this way! I'll drop a note if I do see the problem recur
anytime soon and otherwise wait and hope to hear that maybe Chrysler issues a recall for it. I
just had the exact same problem today. Another lady I work with who owns a Crusier is having
the same problem. The service writer told me that he has replaced four in the last few weeks.
Currently Chrysler has no recall going on but I made a formal complaint anyway. Recommend
you do the same. Maybe if enough people complain they will recall the item and refund our
repair money. Same thing happened to me today. For some reason, when i put the turn signal in
the left turn position, they go out. My PT engine light come on, then it will down shift into a
lower gear and won't come out of it. When I switch the engine on and off three times It give me
three problem codes P, P and P Also the air bag light come on all the time. The dealer won't tell
me whats those codes represent. They want me to bring the car to them. Can someone help
me? September I inadvertently discovered that when you leave the left turn signal on, the fog
lights turn off. That worked fine, until I forgot to turn on the turn signal a few times and returned
to find a dead battery on the car the next day. October My wife called me yesterday morning and
said high beam light in the dashboard came on by itself. When she pulled the turn signal handle
back towards her, the high beam light went out but the Fog Lamps signal in the dash came on.
She could not get the lights to go out, when she noticed smoke coming out of her steering
column. She made it home but the smoke continued and the fog lights remained on. I was able
to make it to the dealer with a minimum of smoke. Once there, the high beams came back on
again, even though there were no keys in the car. I was informed that is was the "multifunction
switch" in the steering column. When it shorted out, it burned the wires together in the main
harness. That's right If it is something that needs maintaining, an I don't maintain it, then I
should be responsible, but for something that is installed at the factory and has no maintenance
required, I think Chrysler should be responsible for these repairs. I will file a complaint
tomorrow and follow up on this site for more instances of this switch failure. If enough people
complain, Chrysler will have to respond with a recall. I have read about starting problems on the
PTs I have a problem were the car will not start at all. All dashboard lights work and the
headlights dont dim when I try to start the car with the lights on ,I get no noise, no clicking just
dead. I have added a new battery cable to the starter as per feedback on this forum and thought

it worked but after a month I was unable to start again yesterday. When I try and jump the car
battery it will just sit there and then for some reason it jump started after 10 trys. It doesnt seem
to be a battery are starter problem. Maybe a ignition switch? Someone said something about the
alarm system doing this. Does anyone know how to disconnect the alarm system? Any help
PLEZ. My wife is having the same problem with her PT Cruiser. The dealer replaced the starter
about a month ago, and it's doing exactly what you stated I'm thinking about purchasing a
battery with a much higher CAAs If you located the problem, can you please let me know what
the solution is? December My wife and I also have had similar problems. Did you ever get your
PT Cruiser problems fixed? She came home. We took it to Midas and talked to our Mechanic,
Virgil store manager. Mike explained that Tom would make good on any repairs and to keep
receipts. I said something about pulling fuse 11, which shuts off the engine and fuel pump, then
he agreed. Opens the doors. Unfortunately when I turned on engine it started then shut off. We
got home. Car started then shut off. I did the following: 1 Pulled fuse 11 engine. Nothing
happened when we turned key. We got to our destination. When we were leaving, we unlocked
the car with the remote and the idiot lights turned on. My wife started the car but it shut off after
a couple of seconds. The car started and we returned home. Everything shut off OK As you can
see we are dealing with problems similar to yours. Any help we can get would be appreciated.
Will continue posting our developments. Dan V. Today we had an electrician look at the car. He
found and replaced one of the relays Hopefully this will correct our problem. January I have had
a problem with the fog light indicator going on without me touching it. I work for an airline and
have to leave my car for a few days at a time I have come home 3x this month to a dead
battery--and we have had the battery replaced and checked out. Each time my car was
jumpstarted, the green light on the dash fog light would come one. We pulled the fuse and are
hoping for the best! I also called the listed here to report the problem. Thanks for all the info
provided here. My wife and I purchased a brand new Turbo and we have had nothing but
problems with it. I have tried different dealer to get it fixed but to no avail. I have tried invoking
the lemon law in our state because I can't get any help from even Chrysler corp. The car barely
has 10, miles on it and we have been battling the problems with it for almost the last year. It all
started with it just not running. It would just stop running and won't start until it got ready. The
dealer replaced the computer and two weeks later the same thing happened again. The dealer
had the car for a week and couldn't find anything wrong with it again. It happened again this
time at 70 mph on the freeway it just stopped running and didn't start again for about 20
minutes. This time I had the car taken to another dealer and he has had it at least 4 times and it
still isn't fixed. Whether this is a common problem or not doesn't really matter what matters is
the lack of concern by Chrysler Corp and the dealers. So, if you buy one good luck I would
rather have a Mustang at least they run. Joe i am having the exact problem with starting--have
done all that you have done still having problems--have also put 3 starters--removed the alarm
system and replaced cables--have you found the starting problem with your pt?? April I am
having the same problems with my PT Cruiser. This is the 3rd time I have had it to this dealer for
the same "No starting" problem. It has happened 2 other times though They replace the starter
the first time. The next time they told me it was "corrosion on the battery" and when they
brushed it off, it was fine. I had the battery replaced 6 months earlier because of the "no
starting" thing Now they are telling me it is the battery cable. There has to be a larger
explanation somewhere. I have the same problem. I opened the switch and the small plastic
lever that actuated the contacts for the fog lights wore away allowing the contacts to close,
keeping the lights on and killing the battery. I think this is a poor design because every time you
actuate the turn signal it wears in this small glass filled plastic lever. I think this is a poor design
because every time you actuate the turn signal it wears on this small glass filled plastic lever.
As it wears it creats a small gap that can cause the contacts to arc and potentially cause a fire
since the car manufacturers don't think it is necessary to use flame retardant plastics in
electrical circuits. Have someone check the wiring to the O2 sensors. It affects not just idle, but
acceleration. What you described is exactly the problem my GT was having. Trust me, I replaced
the plugs, plug wires, and the dealer still couldn't find the problem my car spent 7 weeks in 3
months in the shop. I took it to another dealer and they found the problem only after their
diagnostics found 2 faulty O2 sensors what are the odds of that happening? I have a PT and just
was having the same problem. I was not able to find the issue a quick but I had the multi
function switch replaced at the dealer and it has not reoccurred. We have a PT Crusier 4 cyl-5
speed basic package. I have only 38, miles on this car. Over the last 36 months my battery has
gone out about every 9 months. Dealer says it's just bad batteries. I disagree, there has to be
something else causing this. Any information will be appreciated. Did you have the charging
system checked? I do not know about Mopar batteries, but other manufacturers, such as VW
have a big problem with their batteries. You may not have anymore battery related issues. I have

had excellent luck with WalMart batteries. My Cruiser is having a problem with starting
sometimes, of course, never when you take it in for service. Sometimes, when you try to start it,
it just won't turn over. All of the lights and guages respond, but no go! It's hard to describe, but
the motor just doesn't crank. Anyone else with this problem? I have a PT and was having the
fog lamp problem in March or so of this year. People kept walking into my workplace and
saying, "That PT Cruiser's fog lights are on. The person in the service dept. I took the car to a
local "little guy" mechanic and he got under the car to disconnect the fog lights so my battery
would not die. He replaced the multi-function switch. Thank goodness for the little guys.
Knowing why the switch was backordered tells alot about my dealers service department.
August Hi, Yes! We have a PT Cruiser with the same problem. Did you ever get it fixed? Was the
cause found? We had the same problems, we had it at the dealer 4 times, they never could
figure it out. Replaced everything from key switch to starter. Everything seemed fine til
yesterday, it did it again! I think it is in the autoshift switch, the switch you press to put it in
drive. Anyone else? I just posted yesterday, same problem you are having, had the alarm
removed was ok for a few weeks just yesterday did it again and again this morning. I really think
it has something to do with the linkeage in the automatic shifter, the button you press to put it
in gear. This am, I held the key in th on poistion and jiggled the button and it started! Maybe its
luck who knows I have a '03 Cruiser and have gone thru 3 batteries is 3 years. Runs that just
wont start and when I take it to the dealer I am told that the bat. So my nest question is what is
draining the bat. I've got a similar bucking problem with my 02 PT Cruiser. Dealer can't seem to
fix it and it's is driving me nuts. Sign In or Register to comment. Chrysler Pt Cruiser owners
have reported 23 problems related to wiring under the electrical system category. The most
recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability
analysis of Chrysler Pt Cruiser based on all problems reported for the Pt Cruiser. Electrical
wiring shorting out. While driving the car the electrical wiring will short out causing all the
dashboard gauges to go haywire and the car loses all power and stalls out. See all problems of
the Chrysler Pt Cruiser. Windos dont work for 2nd time in 8 months. First time they claim bad
wiring not sure second tme had nt taken it in yet taking in Jan. Consumer writes in regards to
vehicle headlights and other electrical problems. The consumer stated his wife went to turn on
the headlights, and discovered they did not work. The consumer's son checked the switch
assembly and found a shortage in the assembly. The consumer son discovered some of the
wiring coming from the assembly was bare. The wiring in the steering column is faulty, it
causes the instrument lights to flicker then then every thing shuts down, including the
engine,brakes,steering etc: that is very dangerous driving on highways, it has happened and
scares you to death. I cannot afford it. This is a Chrysler problem and they don't care. What to
do? The wiring harness melted, which caused the multifunction switch to burn out and running
tail lights to not work properly. Replaced multifunction switch and burning smell came from
steering column. Pulled new multifunction switch and noticed melted connectors. The contact
owns a Chrysler Pt Cruiser. When the contact entered the vehicle, the driver's seat switch bezel
fractured and resulted in exposed wiring. The failure occurred without warning. The vehicle was
not diagnosed nor repaired. Prior to the failure, the vehicle experienced the same failure. The
vehicle was taken to the dealer where it was confirmed that the component fractured and
needed to be repaired. The vehicle was repaired. The manufacturer was not notified of the
failure. The failure mileage was 50, The problem I have been having with the air bag light of my
pt convertible cruiser has been going on for 7 years and 6 attempts to fix it. Chrysler customer
care service has authorized the napleton dealership in lake park, florida, to fix the problem with
the air bag light twice: once in September , and most recently in may The service department
performs the same replacement of the harness buckle apparatus each time, but that is clearly
not the underlying reason that the air bag light comes on after every attempt to fix it. After the
fourth attempt to fix it failed by a different dealership in tallahassee, florida, it was suggested
that the underlying problem was probably with the entire wiring system of the car, but during
the 5th and 6th attempts to repair the air bag light, the dealership did not seem willing to look
into this and ended doing the exact same repair that has been attempted for 7 years. Meanwhile
I have been told that the car is not safe to drive when the air bag light is on. This occurs while
idling and driving and may occur one month for days and not again for a month. Took picture of
car at 40mph and lights on to show mechanic because of course it never happens when they
have car. At next oil change, took car to dealer and showed picture. They said it could be a
wiring short and checked it. Told there were no codes or info stored in computer and they saw
nothing wrong. Don't know if mechanic did reset, but it didn't happen again for 2 weeks. Tried to
note anything else going on when it does it. Not sure if one light triggers them all, e. Could not
accelerate but within 10 secs scary 10 secs! Called dealer again and they want to keep days to
take another look but I hope they're not just going to take my money without fixing it. My car

has otherwise been perfect and not had to be serviced other than replacing suspension. Please
find a solution. My wife and I obtained a Pt Cruiser from her father in with 12, miles on the
odometer. In 4 years we've added about 12, miles. Starting last winter, both while being driven
at city speeds mph and while idling, this Pt Cruiser has periodically had a problem with the
lights and gauges on the instrument panel. The needles all simultaneously switch back and
forth rapidly, then go to the off position. The panel lights turn off at the same time, then after a
few seconds to a few minutes, the panel returns to normal. However, on Friday, my wife was
driving the car in heavy traffic, and this time the panel went haywire as described before, but the
car suddenly lost all engine power. The car would not respond to her pressing the accelerator,
and she was forced to coast to a slow roll in the 40 mph traffic! She refuses to drive it again.
Our local Chrysler service tech seemed to be completely unfamiliar with this problem when I
described it to him, and a call to Chrysler corp llc proved useless. A cursory investigation
online turns up dozens of this exact complaint over the past 5 or 6 years, and virtually all of
them indicate a number of attempted solutions, including replacing the battery, the vacuum
hoses, the wiring harness, the fuses, or the instrument cluster, and none of these apparently
eliminate the problem. Is this as common a complaint as it appears to be? Dot approved, nys
inspected trailer hitch installed on a Chrysler, pt cruise. It remained operable for around 6
months until it was noticed that rear left and right brake lights were inoperable. Hitch installer
retraced installation per manufacturers instructions. It appears that all power to operate the
brake lamps is lost only to the rear tail lights but not the mid or third brake light. All other lights
are not affected, fuses are not blown and bulbs usually check out as fine. Apparently, Chrysler
has separated the 3rd or mid brake light from the tail light section beginning in Lately, I have
seen this complaint arise continuously over internet blogs and in dealership service logs. For
now, Chrysler is forcing its customers to either replace entire wiring harnesses or operate the
vehicle without stop tail lamps. This fault in the electrical system poses so much danger it
should be listed and handled as a very important service bulletin or recall. The multifunction
turn signal switch allows stops working and fog lights stay on making the battery run down and
the only immediate remedy is to disconnect the fog lights, I pulled the fuse. I have read many
complaints about this on the internet, it is a big problem. The multifuction turn signal switch
allows stops working and fog lights stay on making the battery run down and the only
immediate remedy is to disconnect the fog lights. This part has failed three times on my Pt
Cruiser. The next day, the vehicle was driven and the fog lights worked fine. On the following
day the vehicle was driven in early morning with the fog lights on however they would not turn
off again. The vehicle was taken to the dealer who determined some wires in the wiring harness
were melting and needed to be replaced. Due to the extensive cost of the repairs the vehicle has
not been repaired. Dcx has known this has been a problem since the pt came out and now the
srt-4 is suffering this same problem. I am now afraid to use my fog lights on my srt Fog lights
wouldn't turn off unless battery was disconnected. Engine light was on. Car indicated
overheating. Smoke coming from hazard button. After removing multi-function switch, found
that wiring harness connector on left side was melted. Battery was dead, bought new battery.
After starting car with multi-function switch disconnected, no overheating, no smoke. Found
over similar problems on different websites. Part should be recalled. Websites: ptdoityourself.
Html postings: ,,,,,,,,,,,,, Gov complaint: ,,,,, Consumer's vehicle caught on fire while driving.
Driver was able to pull over, and called the fire department to extinguish the fire. No injuries
reported. Vehicle was towed and totaled by the insurance company. I own a Pt Cruiser, which
was subject to a recall concerning the dash cluster gauges. Gauges failed on me causing me to
run out of fuel on I in atlanta. Took vehcile in for recall reprograming of the dash clusters when
the vehicle had miles on the odometer. This failure occurred at miles. I have been waiting over
two weeks for the dealer to obtain the part needed to fix the problem. Today I was told that the
part has to be "burned" into the dash order to fix the problem. Moreover, the service manager
wayne hammond stated that he had a number of consurmers with the same problem. I have
been riding around with a gas can in my vehicle for fear of running out; without dash or interior
lights or gauges. When the turn signals were activated, the fog lights could have caused a fire in
the wiring panel of the vehicle. The contact wrote a letter to the manufacturer, but they stated
that nothing could be done. The current mileage was 86, and failure mileage was 45, Eventually,
the fog lights stopped working. While driving battery light came on. Seconds later, traction and
abs light came on. When this occurred, vehicle lost brake power, went into neutral, and coasted.
Dealership indicated that the wiring harness rubbed against the right axle boot, and after a
period of time, it rubbed away the wiring installation and shorted it out. Consumer questioned
the mechanic, as a reply it said that the wiring was not tampered but the location where the wire
was installed was at factory setting. My Pt Cruiser caught fire and the dealer and the
manufacturer say too bad. The car had two recalls one which was fixed and one which they

never notified me of. While driving consumer noticed black smoke coming from the engine.
Consumer pulled the vehicle over, opened the hood, and noticed that the engine was on fire.
Driver called the fire department to put the fire out. While backing out of the garage and without
prior warning, the vehicle caught on fire, which originated from the ignition wiring. Consumer
cut the vehicle off and evacuated. The vehicle was consumed by the fire before the fire dept.
When consumer brakes, the headlights would flicker. This causes a distraction at night time.
Dealer has been notified. Ph this also occured when window switch and auto door locks were
engaged. Dealer checked wiring to pcm, allg rounds and electrical connections. Nothing found.
Car Problems. Wiring problem of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser 1. Wiring problem of the Chrysler Pt
Cruiser 2. Wiring problem of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser 3. Wiring problem of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser
4. Wiring problem of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser 5. Wiring problem of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser 6.
Wiring problem of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser 7. Wiring problem of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser 8. Wiring
problem of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser 9. Wiring problem of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser Electrical
System problems. Battery problems. Horn Assembly problems. Dash Wiring problems. Ignition
Switch problems. Instrument Panel problems. Battery Dead problems. Starter problems. Four
problems related to underhood wiring have been reported for the Chrysler Pt Cruiser. The most
recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability
analysis of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser based on all problems reported for the Pt Cruiser. On March
14, my vehicle was stalling and actually hopping. I was unable to drive the car and had it towed
to a service facility that I have used over the past 10 years. The mechanic determined the wiring
harness in my Chrysler Pt Cruiser was defective at miles. He notified me that the wires inside
the harness were frayed and several bare wires were actually touching, creating a severe
safecty hazard, I instructed him to replace the defective part. I did not know that the wiring
harness was a warranty covered part because the manual supplied me from daimler Chrysler
does not contain information about the wiring harness. I subsequently found out it was a
warranty covered item under the California emissions warranty. Chrylser has refused to
reimburse me for a part that was defective because I had it replaced at an a. Certified facility by
a master technician. I have contacted Chrysler regarding this as a safety issue and they have
refused to address this issue with me. The repair facility that I took my car to has kept the wiring
harness because they believe the part was defective. I want to know if you have had other
complaints about the wiring harnesses in Pt Cruisers. The wiring harness is not a moving part
and without any outside influences such as moisture or excessive engine movement, which I
did not have, the wiring harness should never have frayed and bare electrical wires. Please
provide me with any information that I can use to convince the manufacturer of my car that a
defective and potentially dangerous part was sold to me. Defective installation of wiring harness
caused open in crank sensor wire. Harness was not properly secured which allowed chaffing on
cv boot. Result was complete loss of power in high speed lane of san diego freeway, placing the
driver in extreme danger of collision from rear as car was coasted to safe shoulder. When
vehicle is driven between mph engine completely shuts down without warning. Also, when
engine shuts down oil light illuminates. Dealer replaced wiring harness which did not correct
the problem. Car Problems. Underhood Wiring problem 1. Underhood Wiring problem 2.
Underhood Wiring problem 3. Underhood Wiring problem 4. Electrical System problems
Electrical System problems. Battery problems. Horn Assembly problems. Ignition problems.
Battery Dead problems. Wiring problems. Instrument Panel problems. Software problems.
Fuses And Circuit Breaker problems. Car Will Not Start problems. The code is triggered when:.
Typically, the only symptom of P is going to be the service engine soon light. In some cases,
there can be other symptoms as well. These symptoms include:. But, like anything that causes
the service engine soon light to come on it is a good idea to have it fixed as soon as possible. A
poor air fuel mixture going through the catalytic converter. They are presented in order
somewhat of most to least likely to cause the problem. It is possible to diagnose the P with a
multimeter. If the light comes on, even for a second, you know that you have a short circuit
causing the P trouble code. If you have anything that you would like to add, please feel free to
leave a comment below. The code is triggered when: The voltage at the sensor remains above
threshold for 20 seconds or more Voltage to the sensor is to high wiring problem, think short
Bad O2 sensor itself There are also some less likely problems that can cause P Bad Oxygen
Sensor â€” The O2 sensor itself is one of the most likely reasons that P is triggering your
service engine soon light. See directly below. They are relatively affordable at Autozone or
Amazon. Wiring Harness Issues â€” The wiring that goes to the front and rear oxygen sensors
is very susceptible to damage. This is due to the fact that O2 sensors are under the chassis
where they are subject to punishment from road debris, and they are subjected to a lot of
exhaust heat. Damage to the Terminal â€” The terminal that the oxygen sensor connects to the
plug is also relatively susceptible to damage. Wrong O2 Sensor â€” If you are getting P after

having recently replaced your Oxygen sensor, it may be that the replacement is wrong or bad.
Pt Cruiser Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a simplified tolerable pictorial representation of
an electrical circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the knack
and signal connections amid the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives information about the
relative slope and pact of devices and terminals on the devices, to help in building or servicing
the device. A pictorial diagram would ham it up more detail of the beast appearance, whereas a
wiring diagram uses a more figurative notation to stress interconnections more than monster
appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to make determined
that every the associates have been made and that all is present. Architectural wiring diagrams
affect the approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and remaining
electrical facilities in a building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately,
where particular receptacles or fixtures must be on a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use
within acceptable limits symbols for wiring devices, usually substitute from those used upon
schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not deserted con where something is to be
installed, but in addition to what type of device is creature installed. For example, a surface
ceiling blithe is shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling buoyant has a different symbol, and a
surface fluorescent light has another symbol. Each type of switch has a substitute tale and so
reach the various outlets. There are symbols that deed the location of smoke detectors, the
doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical
inspection authority to take up relationship of the domicile to the public electrical supply
system. Wiring diagrams will with complement panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards,
and riser diagrams for special facilities such as blaze alarm or closed circuit television or
additional special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to
function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and
security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any
cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used
specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are
termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. Quad Wiring Diagram Wiring Diagram 40 views. This website
uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out
if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to
improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that
are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working
of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. Skip to main content of results for "pt cruiser wiring harness". Skip to main
search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging
Option. New Arrivals. Amazon Global Store. International Shipping. Filter results by your
vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new
vehicle. Get it as soon as Fri, Feb Only 13 left in stock - order soon. FREE Shipping. Only 10 left
in stock - order soon. Fits Chrysler Pt Cruiser Only 16 left in stock - order soon. Amazon's
Choice for pt cruiser wiring harness. Only 4 left in stock - order soon. N
2006 toyota tundra oil type
2002 chevy malibu fuel pump
dome connectors
eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

